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	Enhance your skills with practical examples for C++ network programming


	Overview

	
		Augment your C++ network programming using Boost.Asio
	
		Discover how Boost.Asio handles synchronous and asynchronous programming models.
	
		Practical examples of client/server applications.
	
		Learn how to deal with threading when writing network applications.
	
		Harness the power of Boost with plenty of examples that you can build upon.



	In Detail


	Network programming is not new and it's no secret that it's not an easy task. Boost.Asio provides an excellent level of abstraction, making sure that with a minimal amount of coding you can create beautiful client/server applications, and have fun in the process!.


	"Boost.Asio C++ Network Programming" shows how to build client/server applications using a library that is part of the popular peer-reviewed Boost C++ Libraries. It analyzes whether you should go synchronous or asynchronous and the role that threading plays, whilst providing examples you can run and extend for yourself.


	After covering the fundamentals of Boost.Asio you'll discover how you can build synchronous and asynchronous clients and servers. You will also see how you can have your own asynchronous functions play nice with Boost.Asio. As a bonus, we will introduce co-routines, which make asynchronous programming a piece of cake. Nowadays, network programming is a must, no matter what type of programmer you are. "Boost.Asio C++ Network Programming" shows just how simple networking can be, if you’re using the right tools.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		How to easily reference Boost.Asio programming.
	
		Synchronous versus asynchronous using Boost.Asio.
	
		How threading affects programming using Boost.Asio.
	
		Create your own echo client and server.
	
		More examples of client/server applications, both synchronous and asynchronous.
	
		Implement your own asynchronous operations.
	
		Co-routines: asynchronous operations with a synchronous feel.
	
		Use Boost.Asio for SSL Networking.
	
		Debug Boost.Asio.
	
		Use Boost.Asio for more than just networking.



	Approach


	What you want is an easy level of abstraction, which is just what this book provides in conjunction with Boost.Asio. Switching to Boost.Asio is just a few extra #include directives away, with the help of this practical and engaging guide.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is great for developers that need to do network programming, who don't want to delve into the complicated issues of a raw networking API. You should be familiar with core Boost concepts, such as smart pointers and shared_from_this, resource classes (noncopyable), functors and boost::bind, boost mutexes, and the boost date/time library. Readers should also be familiar with "blocking" versus "non-blocking" operations.
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Computing and Philosophy: Selected Papers from IACAP 2014 (Synthese Library)Springer, 2015

	This volume offers very selected papers from the 2014 conference of the “International Association for Computing and Philosophy” (IACAP) - a conference tradition of 28 years. The theme of the papers is the two-way relation between computing technologies and philosophical questions: Computing technologies both raise new...
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DNA Computing Models (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2008
Sir Francis Crick would undoubtedly be at the front of the line ordering this fascinating book. Being one of the discoverers of DNA, he would be amazed at how his work has been applied to mankind's most important invention, the computer. DNA contains the genetic instructions for the biological development of cellular life forms or viruses. DNA...
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Frommer's Morocco (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2010
	
		Completely updated every year, Frommer's Morocco features detailed information on the sights and experiences that await you.
	
		Our expert author takes you through this North African country's greatest cities, from the alleyways of Fes to the souks of Marrakech, giving you tips on how best to navigate what...
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Securing SQL Server: DBAs Defending the DatabaseApress, 2016

	
		Protect your data from attack by using SQL Server technologies to implement a defense-in-depth strategy, performing threat analysis, and encrypting sensitive data as a last line of defense against compromise. The multi-layered approach in this book helps ensure that a single breach doesn't lead to loss or compromise of your data...
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Project Arcade: Build Your Own Arcade MachineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is a culmination of five years of research into the subject of interfacing genuine arcade controls to computers. It is a polished and portable companion to the author’s Web site, the Build Your Own Arcade Controls FAQ (BYOAC), located at www.arcadecontrols.com/. Most of the research and information for this book came from the Web,...
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Beginning Google BloggerApress, 2010

	Are you interested in starting a blog but can’t decide on which service to use? Google’s Blogger offers many advantages over other blog publishing systems, including seamless integration with Google services and web applications.

	

	Beginning Google Blogger is a complete resource on how to create and manage...
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